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About This Game

Why play shoot 'em ups one ship at a time?
Launch them all at once! Unleash an entire armada of ships in Shoot 1UP!

Instead of stowing each 1UP you collect, each new ship becomes playable immediately, resulting in an ever-growing armada of
destruction!

With your home world ruined, lead your detached battalion's charge by destroying the mechanical-tentacle hybrid attack forces
responsible for your pain.

FEATURES:

1UPs INSTANTLY ENTER THE ACTION!

Command up to 30 ships at the SAME TIME!

2 PLAYER LOCAL CO-OP play for 60 SIMULTANEOUS player ship INSANITY!

Contract your phalanx to dodge enemy fire, expand your ships to fire the PLASMA AUGER!

WEAPONS UPGRADE as you collect more ships (And they downgrade when you lose them so stay sharp!)
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Sacrifice ships for a BULLET-VAPORIZING BOMB which increases in power the more ships you've collected!

Manic Shooting without all the wailing and gnashing of teeth--NORMAL GAMERS can actually enjoy this!

Hardcore? Crank up the difficulty and gameplay speed for THUMB-TWISTING manuevers!

Classic shmup design - six levels of alien lands ready for you to get your revenge!

New for Steam version - Steam Leaderboards, Steam Achievements, Trading Cards, remappable keyboard controls, and
more!
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There's a beached whale graveyard level in this game. If that doesn't sell you on it, what's wrong with you?

Okay, technically, orcas are a species of dolphin, not whale. But still. It's awesome.

Most bullet hell shmups lack a compelling dynamic. The entire game is "navigate your tiny hitbox through a ludicrous sea of
bullets." Not that that's bad but it's nice to have something to interesting added to the mix. Ikaruga did a good job of that with its
duality mechanic. This game does a good job with its expand\/contract mechanic.

As you accumulate ships in your little fleet, you're going to want to expand them so they sprawl across the screen. The reason is
because it generates a massive, powerful stream of bullets that makes you more than just a sum of your ships. The catch: You're
also covering more screen space and risk getting thrashed by the bullet hell quicker. It's a fun trade-off to miix-up the otherwise
rote "just git gud" aspect of bullet hell shmups.

Complaints:
 - I thought the Normal mode was too easy but the difficulty spikes _way_ up there for the Serious mode.
 - The scrolling background repeats a little too much. It would be nice to get more variety.
 - The game's pretty short

For the price I paid (on sale for $6 in some bundle), this game is well worth the money.
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